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The extraordinary consistency of MYMOSAIC 
material allows to create shapes otherwise 
difficult to achieve.

The ESSENTIAL COLLECTION combines 
the exclusive forms of MYMOSAIC with the  
neatness of WHITE, only sometimes  
“touched” by color or brightened by refined 
spatula effects.

The ESSENTIAL COLLECTION is divided 
into three families: each one interprets the 
adapting skills of the material in a different  
way and creates effects that can be  
dramatically visible or more enjoyable to  
those who appreciate their refined  
uniqueness.

This is how COLLAPSED, GRADIENT and  
ORNAMENT are born...

ESSENTIAL

COLLECTION
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COLLAPSED

QUAKE

QUAKE interprets flexibility 
through the sudden subsidence 
of matter, where order becomes  
disorder with sudden and almost 
dramatic breaks. 

Yet, what we obtain is an  
ornamental motif capable 
of catching our eye in the 
playful comparison inherent 
on one single surface.

The number of “material breaks” 
and their sequence is totally in the 
hands of the designer who freely 
interprets the walls by using the 
collapsed modules in various ways, 
alternating them with the order of 
linear modules.

The motif can find its best  
expression both horizontally 
and vertically, depending on 
the dimensions and orientation 
of the walls to be covered.

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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COLLAPSED

WAVE

WAVE still lives within the world 
of order and disorder of matter; 
this geometrically orchestrated 
wave effect comes as a surprise 
to our eyes. 

The shapes are bent as a result of
a slight sea wave, one quickly  
following another in an apparently 
different manner.

Here too, as for the QUAKE, what 
was born in a classical shape loses 
its original contours and takes the 
form of a wavering flow.

The sequence of the forms is once 
again a personal interpretation of 
the designer who obtains a unique 
effect of the surface.

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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COLLAPSED

SHOT

Fun and easy, this motif hits like 
a tennis ball and bends the wall 
for the effect of the impact 
“creasing” the surface here 
and there each time it is hit.

The playful effect of the SHOT 
form is easy to harmonize on 
the surface and finds its perfect  
setting in young and dynamic  
venvironments.

It is proposed as a single tile to 
be matched with regular white 
tiles or in the suggested colors.

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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Here is the last movement motif 
of MYMOSAIC in a more flexible 
and less fracturing interpretation. 

KNOT reminds us of the central  
harmonious knots of wood,  
running on the surface and  
making it special by the 
designer choices in simplicity 
and eurythmy.

KNOT is suggested in  
combination with a regular 
thin planking design that 
incorporates the modules of 
KNOT as a natural continuation 
of its own shape.

The motif gives its best vertically  
but, as for the others, this module 
can be used in its entirety or just 
in part as if it were random 
juxtaposition.

COLLAPSED

KNOT

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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COLOR lights up and goes out,  
closing in white, it joins with 
the ceiling where it manages to  
maintain all its vividness and 
goes down to the ground, 
fading away.

It comes in four colors: 
- GRAY  /  WHITE

- BLACK  /  GRAY

- NAVY  /  WHITE

- MUSTARD  /  WHITE.

The module that allows the  
dominant color to be joined with 
its base consists of three gradient 
tiles that fade to the base tones.

Easy to interpret, it can be easily 
harmonized with Pantone and 
RAL colors, gracefully creating 
hues and light shades.

GRADIENT

COLOR

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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Again extremely original,  
MYMOSAIC claims to create  
different spaces on perfectly flat 
surfaces thanks exclusively to  
the DIMENSIONAL GRADIENT.

It will be possible to create niches 
of various sizes using the different  
dimension and the nuanced  
accent of the composition that  
magnetically catches our eye on a 
proper trompe l’oeil effect, totally  
disguising the real size of the wall.

MYMOSAIC has again created 
the right number of repeatable 
modules to achieve the desired 
effect and to create columns; 
they can be combined with a 
plain surface covered in 2x2 cm 
tiles or planks or even in the 
photographic version forming 
a landscape effect.

GRADIENT

DIMENSIONAL

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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GRAPHIC helps us to frame,  
enhance or sketch an area. 

With simplicity and clarity, 
tiny tesserae of full color (black) 
are broken to create the desired  
geometric shape, they are 
disguised as linear shapes 
and gradients of color. 

Everything gets optical in a black 
and white geometric texture.

The tiles are supplied in various  
progressive designs so as to create 
the desired and repeatable effect.

GRADIENT

GRAPHIC

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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With FRAME we face themes that 
are definitely more classical but 
still of varied use.

Thanks to its flexible structure,  
once again MYMOSAIC succeeds  
to create a single tile that  
sinuously forms a curl in a  
one-piece inlay decorated 
in spatula effect.

The single tile system makes it 
easy to lay both the corner and 
the subsequent frames that can 
be combined with various angular  
designs to form different decors.

Here the number of tiles required 
for decoration is used, framing 
like a picture a free surface 
covered in classic 2x2 cm tiles.

ORNAMENT

FRAME

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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BUGNA brings us back to 
another classic decor revisited 
by the lines of Indian ink, drawing 
depth and chiaroscuros,marking 
chamfers that do not exist and 
deceiving our gaze that sees 
facets and protrusions instead.

The Indian ink line recalls a  
decoration by Fornasetti and 
shares the same sense of humor. 

The decor can naturally be  
combined with 4x4 cm tiles 
but also with 2x2 or much 
larger dimensions.

ORNAMENT

BUGNA

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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OCCITAN, the classic decoration,  
proposed in olive color with a 
spatula effect, is unique because  
MYMOSAIC allows to create a  
new decoration with curves that 
are impossible to achieve with  
ceramic materials.

Still using a single tile, the  
decoration can be set to form 
a pleasant frieze in a single or  
double module as photographed 
on the next page.

Here suggested in a 4x4 cm 
tile, it can also be set 
beside a 2x2 cm one.

ORNAMENT

OCCITAN

DESIGNED BY: 
Cristofori Santi Architects
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TWIST breathes a contemporary  
atmosphere, proposing a  
curvilinear play broken only by  
grouting that goes well with the 
carbon look finish of the tile.

The curves can form multiple  
decors, and approach smooth  
and velvety tiles or only linear  
decorations.

Designers will be able to choose  
the opaque gray finish of the  
carbon look but also the glossy  
white or opaque white and  
absolute black,  proposed in 
the glossy or opaque version.

ORNAMENT

TWIST

DESIGNED BY: 
MyMosaic Designers
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COLLAPSED QUAKE

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_017 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

START TILE 
( Ø_ST_CQ )
7.48 x 9.84 in   /   19 x 25 cm

QUAKE MODULE TILES 
( Ø_MO_CQ )
22.44 x 9.84 in   /   57 x 25 cm

END TILE 
( Ø_ET_CQ )
7.48 x 9.84 in   /   19 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_002 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

START TILE 
( Ø_ST_CW )
8.66 x 9.84 in   /   22 x 25 cm

QUAKE MODULE TILES 
( Ø_MO_CW )
21.65 x 9.84 in   /   55 x 25 cm

END TILE 
( Ø_ET_CW )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

COLLAPSED WAVE

WHITE

( Ø = W )

DOVE
GRAY

( Ø = DG )

WHITE BLUE REDDARK
GRAY

GRAY

WHITE

( Ø = W )

DOVE
GRAY

( Ø = DG )

WHITE DARK
GRAY

GRAY RED

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )
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COLLAPSED

COLLAPSED

SHOT

KNOT

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_001 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

SHOT TILE 
( Ø_SH_CS )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

START TILE 
( Ø_ST_CK )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

CENTRAL TILE 
( Ø_CT_CK )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

END TILE 
( Ø_ET_CK )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_018 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

WHITE DARK
GRAY

WHITE DARK
GRAY

GRAY

GRAY

( Ø = G )

WHITE

( Ø = W )

GRAY

( Ø = G )

WHITE

( Ø = W )

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )
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TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_004 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

DIMENSIONAL TILE 
( Ø_DT_GD )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

DIMENSIONAL + SHADE TILE 
( Ø_DS_GD )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_001 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

COLOR MODULE TILES 
( ØØ_MO_GC )
29.53 x 9.84 in   /   75 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_001 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

WHITE

( Ø = W )

BLACK

( Ø = B )

MUSTARD

( Ø = M )

GRAY

( Ø = G )

NAVY

( Ø = N )

GRADIENT COLOR

GRADIENT DIMENSIONAL

WHITE DARK
GRAY

WHITE DARK
GRAY

WHITE

( Ø = W )

GRAY

( Ø = G )

DOVE
GRAY

( Ø = DG )

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )
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WHITE

( Ø = W )

BLACK

( Ø = B )

GRAY

( Ø = G )

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_002 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

LINEAR FRAME TILE 
( Ø_LF_OF )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

LINEAR CORNER TILE 
( Ø_LC_OF )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

CURLY CORNER TILE 
( Ø_CC_OF )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

BRAID CORNER TILE 
( Ø_BC_OF )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

PROGRESSIVE GRADIENT TILE 
( Ø_PG_GG )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

CORNER GRADIENT TILE 
( Ø_CG_GG )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

LINEAR FRAME TILE 
( Ø_LF_GG )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

FRAME + GRADIENT TILE 
( Ø_FG_GG )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_005 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

ORNAMENT FRAME

GRADIENT GRAPHIC

WHITE DARK
GRAY

WHITEWHITE GRAYDARK
GRAY

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )

WHITE

( Ø = W )

NAVY

( Ø = N )
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WHITE

( Ø = W )

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_002 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_003 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

OCCITAN TRIMMING TILE 
( Ø_OT_OO )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO
( Ø_TZ_001 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

( Ø = O )

OLIVE

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_002 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

DOUBLE BUGNA TILE 
( Ø_DB_OB )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_001 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

ORNAMENT BUGNA

ORNAMENT OCCITAN

WHITEWHITE GRAYDARK
GRAY

WHITEWHITE GRAYDARK
GRAY

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )
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SINGLE WAVE TILE 
( Ø_SW_OT )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TRIPLE WAVE TILE 
( Ø_TW_OT )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

DOUBLE WAVE TILE 
( Ø_DW_OT )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

LINEAR WAVE TILE 
( Ø_LW_OT )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

TILE ZERO 
( Ø_TZ_003 )
9.84 x 9.84 in   /   25 x 25 cm

WHITE

( Ø = W )

BLACK

( Ø = B ) ( Ø = CL )

CARBON
LOOK

ORNAMENT TWIST

WHITEWHITE GRAYDARK
GRAY

TILE COLORS ( Ø ) GROUT COLORS ( Recommended )
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MYMOSAIC is a covering in a patented  
nanopolymer that reproduces any  
digital image in mosaic, with tesserae 
that can be customized in shape and 
size.

As well as the Essential Collection, the 
MYMOSAIC catalogue includes the  
Image and Textures Collections. 
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ULTRA-SLIM
Only 0.07 in (2 mm)

OUTDOOR USE
High performance in any  
weather condition

EASY TO INSTALL
Each tile is numbered and 
installation diagram is supplied

BACKLIT
Possibility to use on  
backlit panels

LIGHTWEIGHT
Only 3.9 oz per sf (1.2 kg per sqm)

FIT ALL SIZES
Images can be expanded  
on unlimited surfaces

FLEXIBLE
Can be wrapped around  
curved shapes

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved for 
swimming pools, spas, and saunas

GRAFFITI-PROOF
Tested and Approved for strong 
detergents

FLAME RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved to be 
self-exinguishing with no 
release of toxic smoke

ABRASION & WEAR RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved to be 
scratch-proof and shock-resistant

TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved for very 
low or very high temperatures as 
well as for humidity exposure

CERTIFIED PRODUCT
In compliance with UL and  
ASTM Standards

OUTDOOR RESISTANCE
Tested and Approved for any 
oudoor application

PRODUCT CERTIFICATIONS
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MYMOSAIC  Inc. 

444 Madison Ave. 10022 New York, NY
info@my-mosaic.com   www.my-mosaic.com

my-mosaic.com

MYMOSAIC produces and delivers in-house 
product development, inspirational research  
and executive perferction. 
With a highly productive and rapid output it 
reproduces digital images and decorations  
in nanopolymer mosaic for hospitality,  
residential and commercial uses.
The international working group, which has 
Italian origins, is  based in New York and  
creates and develops technology, guaranteed 
by international patents and complying with 
worldwide regulations for public and private 
use.




